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Abstract. An architecture for knowledge acquisition systems is proposed based upon the integration
of existing methodologies, techniques and tools which have been developed within the knowledge
acquisition, machine learning, expert systems, hypermedia and knowledge representation research
communities. Existing tools are analyzed within a common framework to show that their integration
can be achieved in a natural and principled fashion. A system design is synthesized from what already
exists, putting a diversity of well-founded and widely used approaches to knowledge acquisition within
an integrative framework. The design is intended to be clean and simple, easy to understand, and
easy to implement. A detailed architecture for integrated knowledge acquisition systems is proposed
that also derives from parallel cognitive and theoretical studies.
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1. Introduction

The past decade has seen an explosion in research on, and application of,
knowledge acquisition methodologies, techniques and tools [6], [8], [9], [21], [35].
The knowledge acquisition community worldwide has grown in numbers and
scope of projects. There are significant international collaborative developments
involving the sharing of ideas and software. The problem now is not so much to
access research and experience in knowledge acquisition but to make sense of the
diverse and wide ranging material available and, in particular, to apply the results
to improve effectiveness in the development of knowledge-based systems. There
are a number of major impediments to such understanding and application:
| A diversity of techniques and tools that overlap in their applications and where
it is not clear whether they are competitive alternatives or complementary
partners.
9 Lack of variety, detail and evaluation in the case histories of applications of
the techniques and tools.
| Lack of access to the techniques and tools outside the narrow research communities originating them.
9 Lack of standardization in the knowledge representation resulting from the
techniques and tools making it difficult to integrate them and to interface them
to existing knowledge based systems.
| Lack of standardization in the forms of data required by the techniques and
tools making it difficult to apply them in the same situation and compare them.
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9 Lack of standardization in the user interfaces to the interactive tools making
it difficult to integrate them in an effective environment for human-computer
interaction.
9 Lack of portability in the run-time environments required by the tools making
it difficult to integrate them with other systems.
This paper draws on the research and results of many researchers in the
knowledge acquisition and knowledge representation communities to propose a
practical architecture for future knowledge-based systems that addresses these
issues. It synthesizes a system design from what already exists, putting a diversity
of well-founded and widely used approaches to knowledge acquisition within an
integrative framework. The design is intended to be clean and simple, easy to
understand, and easy to implement. It is very open in its architecture, providing a
frame within which to experiment with new approaches to knowledge acquisition
rather than a cage that locks us in to static paradigms. It is also intended to be
practically applicable by being based on what we already know how to do well.
Example screen dumps illustrating the operation of various types of knowledge
acquisition tools will be drawn largely from our own research, notably the
knowledge acquisition tools: KSS0 [15], [47] based on text analysis, repertory
grid elicitation and inductive modeling; and KSSn [18], which integrates this with
visual editing of semantic nets and a term subsumption knowledge 'representation
server. However, the integrative framework developed is intended to be widely
applicable, and references are given to a range of publications from other research
groups exemplifying the approaches discussed.

2. Knowledge acquisition paradigms
The overall objective of a knowledge acquisition process is to develop a computational knowledge base that is operational in that it forms a basis for automatic
inference when loaded into a knowledge-based system shell. To arrive at the
computational knowledge base, however, usually involves a major data collection
activity that commences with largely informal knowledge from a wide variety of
sources, and then focuses on more structured knowledge elicitation from key
knowledge sources, transforming what is elicited into formal knowledge structures
that form the basis of the computational knowledge base. The management of
this data collection activity and the, often very large, corpus of material resulting, has been a major candidate for support through knowledge acquisition tools,
generally based on hypermedia technology. Use of these tools results in a knowledge acquisition database containing system development materials supporting
the knowledge modeling central to the knowledge engineering process.
In the first phase of knowledge-based system development the knowledge
acquisition database was seen as relevant to system development only, and
put aside once a system was in operation. However, as the limitations of
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the 'explanations' generated by backward-chaining reasoning from computational
knowledge structures became apparent [30], [50], the rich, informal but humanly
understandable material available in the knowledge acquisition database was seen
to be a major asset. In the second phase of knowledge-based system development
the chain of derivation of the computational knowledge base from the informal
knowledge was maintained as part of the run-time system enabling meaningful
explanations to made available for the system's rules and terminology [1]. It also
became apparent that a major characteristic of most knowledge-based systems
is that knowledge itself is never static but is subject to continuous revision
and enhancement, both from sources outside the system and from experience
gained in the use of the system. Hence, in the third phase of knowledge-based
system development, the integration of the knowledge acquisition process with the
knowledge-based system shell, and the continuing use of knowledge acquisition
tools and techniques during the application of the system has become a major
design requirement [22], [24].
Figure 1 left illustrates the relations between various forms of knowledge
gathered during the knowledge acquisition process and the current concept of a
"knowledge base" as composite of informal, structured, formal and computational
knowledge, all linked together through dependency relations providing mutual
support in explanation and ongoing development. It is this total structure that
any integrated knowledge acquisition architecture has to support. There are four
major paradigms underlying current tools and techniques designed to support
the knowledge acquisition process itself: the use of hypertext and hypermedia
tools to capture informal knowledge and begin to structure it; direct editing
of knowledge in a semantic network, frame, or rule representation; indirect
elicitation through repertory grids in which critical cases are described in terms
of relevant attributes; and inductive derivation of knowledge from data sets of 9
varying quality. These paradigms, instances of theft application, and relations
between them are discussed in the following subsections. The way in which
these basic paradigms are used, separately and in combination, depends on the
knowledge modeling strategy adopted, and this is discussed in the next major
section.
Figure 1 right shows the topics covered in this paper and some of the tools
illustrating the relevant technologies discussed in each section. The objective is
to show that all the different approaches may be brought together in a common
framework leading to a unified architecture in which they can be combined.

2.1. Informal knowledge elicitation and structuring through hypertext and hypermedia
As already noted, much knowledge is informal yet still valuable in a knowledgebased system. Text, pictures and sound can encode and impart usable expertise,
supplementing computational knowledge. Thus, the parallel development of
hypertext and hypermedia is having a substantial impact on expert system archi-
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tectures and knowledge acquisition tools. Figure 2 shows some of the features
of modern document processing systems that impinge on knowledge acquisition.
Documents may be acquired from many sources, displayed, parts reused in other
documents, and parts linked for hypertext navigation. The text in documents
may also be analyzed for associative clusters and these clusters may be grouped
to indicate significant concepts. For example, Figure 3 shows the text of this
paper clustered using the TexAn tool in KSS0 which derives word associations
through estimates of statistically significant links. This can be used to extract the
terminology for a domain from a relevant document and present a domain expert
with an initial concept map which he or she can refine without having to enter a
great deal of text on a blank screen before knowledge elicitation can effectively
commence. Figure 4 summarizes the features of hypermedia systems that need
to be incorporated in an integrated architecture-the provision of capabilities
for domain experts to be able to manage a database of informal material and
analyze it to initiate data structure in other tools.
Hypertext-based knowledge acquisition tools have also been developed for use
by domain experts to enter relevant case histories directly [31], [43]. They
have also been used to support the knowledge engineer in structured analyses
of interview material. For example, Woodward's [52] Cognosys supports the
analysis of protocols in terms of Graesser and Clark's [28] linguistically derived
"general knowledge structures." Figure 5 shows annotated text in Cognosys,
and Figure 6 shows this exported to the same visual knowledge editing tool as
the TexAn results in Figure 3, again for further editing and development of
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knowledge structures by a domain expert. Other knowledge acquisition tools
such as KEATS [41] have been built around a hypertext environment specifically
designed for knowledge acquisition.
There is also knowledge acquisition and linguistics targeted on the direct
transfer of knowledge expressed in text to structures of frames and rules [27],
[29]. Since so much knowledge is already overtly encoded in text and diagrams,
in the long term this will become an essential knowledge acquisition technology.
However, it is still at an early stage of development that does not satisfy the
"what we already know how to do well" criterion, and is not yet suitable for
incorporation in integrated systems.
Hypertext systems have been coupled to knowledge acquisition tools to provide
annotation of the distinctions made and cases described which can then be used
to provide explanation facilities in the final performance system [22]. Figure 7
shows an entity annotation card against the background of a knowledge-based
system shell in a knowledge acquisition, annotation and performance system
in which an annotation system in HyperCard, the knowledge acquisition tool
KSS0, and the knowledge-based system shell Babylon [12] operate together as
a single application as far as the end user can determine [23]. Each item of
knowledge entered through the acquisition tool automatically generates a card
in the hypertext tool which is linked to that item both in the acquisition and
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performance phases. This card is kept up to date with the formal knowledge
structures automatically, and has fields available for notes, explanations and links
to text, diagrams, pictures, sound and video sequences supplied by the domain
expert or knowledge engineer.

2.2. Direct editing of computational knowledge in a semantic network, frame, rule
representation
Once some informal perspective on a domain has been developed as shown in
the upper levels of Figure 1, and domain experts have been identified, in some
domains where knowledge is already overt it may be possible to move directly to
knowledge modeling. Graphic editors providing direct access to semantic network
representations allowing knowledge to be encoded in frames and rules provide
the most common development environment for knowledge-based systems. They
are part of the application programming support environment of most expert
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system shells, and the widespread availability of modern graphic workstations has
made it possible to provide excellent knowledge visualization environments.
A wide range of knowledge acquisition tools have been developed that structure and improve the graphic editing environment, often taking advantage of
domain knowledge to provide a more specific, meaningful and familiar knowledge
framework to the expert. Examples are MOLE [14], KNACK [32], SALT [34],
ONTOS [38], KEATS [40], CODE [49], and KRS [18].
Figure 8 characterizes the major features of these direct editing systems. The
expert interacts through a graphic interface with an underlying semantic network
knowledge representation schema which may already contain pre-encoded domain
knowledge. What is elicited are:
9 The relevant distinctions that the expert makes about domain entities (attributes
and relations).
9 The way in which these distinctions are clustered and constrained to form major
concepts.
9 The entailments between concepts that constitute procedural, decision-making
rules in the domain.
Older systems have less well-structured knowledge representations but Figure 8
captures the essence of recent developments in knowledge representation that
are moving toward very clean, and theoretically well-founded schema.
The knowledge base of frames and rules developed in this way is then usually
exported to a performance tool and validated against test case data. This
generates the application loop shown on the right of Figure 7 in which the
expert's distinctions lead to a description of the problem which is structured
through the concepts leading to the application of the inference rules that
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Fig. 5. Development of knowledge structures from interview text in Cognosys.

link them. Many acquisition tools also incorporate or link to some form of
performance tool so that this validation can be made part of the elicitation
process.
Figure 9 shows a knowledge structure being developed in KDraw, the visual
knowledge representation language of KSSn, the most recent development of
KSS0. The problem is one of room allocation derived from an ESPRIT project
[51] that has reeently been placed in the public domain as part of Project
Sisyphus. Sisyphus is a research program to encourage international collaboration
in knowledge-based system development initiated by the European knowledge
Acquisition Workshop in 1989.
The visual language used in Figure 9 is precisely defined [20]. Concepts are
ovals, primitive concepts are ovals with small horizontal lines inside each side,
individuals are rectangles, roles are unboxed text, rules are rounded-corner boxes,
and constraint expressions are rounded-corner boxes with small horizontal lines.
Lines without arrows connecting primitive concepts denote that the concepts are
disjoint, and connecting roles that they are inverse. The interpretation of the
arrows in the editor is overloaded but well-defined by the types of the objects
at their head and tail. For example: an arrow from one concept to another
represents definitional subsumption, such as a "person" is an "animate" entity
at the top left of Figure 9; and a concept ~ role ~ concept triple represents
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a definitional role with a conceptual constraint, such as an "organization" has
exactly "1" (cardinality constraint) "head" who is a "head" (conceptual constraint)
near the top right of Figure 9.
Visual representation of knowledge structures with the potential for editing
and enhancement is an attractive way of dealing with the results of other forms of
elicitation, and hence semantic network editors are not so much competitors to
other approaches but, rather, important complements to them. Thus, integration
with knowledge acquisition sources as well as the capability to export to performance systems are important capabilities of any knowledge editing tool. Many
indirect knowledge acquisition tools leave the knowledge presentation and editing
to the associated performance tools since these often have excellent facilities.
However, in an integrated architecture it is important to incorporate editors in
the knowledge acquisition tool that interact effectively with all the different forms
of knowledge captured. One of the major problems to be overcome is that once
the knowledge has been exported and edited in the performance system it has
lost its relation to the acquisition system. Most current knowledge acquisition
tools do not support long-term development and knowledge base maintenance
largely because of this lack of integration.
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2.3. Indirect elicitation of formal knowledge through critical cases described in
relevant attributes

The advantage of knowledge editing tools is that, if the knowledge is overtly
available, they provide a fast and effective rapid prototyping environment for its
direct capture. Other techniques assume that the nature of expertise is such
that much knowledge is not so directly available. However, effective editing
tools may be seen as essential bedrock to any integrated knowledge acquisition
architecture. There wilt usually be significant subdomains where direct elicitation
is possible, and provides the fastest, most effective means of knowledge capture.
There is, however, always a need to present and make available for validation
and editing the knowledge structures captured by indirect methods.
Repertory grids [45] provide a useful technique for knowledge elicitation when
experts cannot directly enter a knowledge structure. The expert is prompted for
distinctions relevant to the problem domain and for critical cases that exhibit
significant phenomena in the domain. The prompting is done through online
analysis of the data being entered leading to feedback to the expert suggesting
missing distinctions and cases. This highly focused feedback aids the expert
in developing his or her mental model of the domain. It also reduces the
inefficiencies of duplication and the mental blocks of psychological set, supporting
rapid prototyping.
A wide range of knowledge acquisition tools have been developed that incorporate repertory grid elicitation and analysis as their major interface to the
expert. Examples are PLANET [46], ETS [4], [5], AQUINAS [7], KRITON [13],
KITTEN [47], and KSS0 [25].
Figure 10 characterizes the major features of repertory grid eticitation systems.
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The expert interacts through a graphic interface to enter individuals in the domain
(elements) and bipolar distinctions (constructs). Conceptual clustering techniques
are used to feed back the elicited domain structure in an easily assimilated form
for validation. Rule induction is used to generate entailments, or, more recently,
conceptual induction (as discussed in the next section) to generate a default rule
structure. What is elicited are:
| The relevant d&tinctions that the expert makes about domain entities.
9 Critical cases exhibiting the major phenomena affecting decision-making in the
domain.
9 The way in which distinctions are clustered and constrained to form concepts.
| The entailments between concepts as induced from the critical cases.
Older systems did not have explicit conceptual induction but left grouping into
concepts or frames as a task for the export module.
The clustering and induction modules in Figure 10 are extensions of the basic
repertory grid technique incorporated in PLANET and KSS0, and other major
extensions have been incorporated in other tools. In particular, AQUINAS makes
provision for a wider range of data types than the rating scales of the basic grid,
and also allows hierarchies of cases and attributes to be specified that are related
to those of semantic nets. Both AQUINAS and KSS0 also incorporate tools
supporting multiple sources of expertise and analyzing the relationships between
different sources [26], [48].
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Figure 11 shows a screen from the repertory grid elicitation program KSS0 being
used to elicit knowledge about factory layout planning. Two of the constructs
elicited have been found to be highly matched and the program is showing the
user the basis for the match and prompting for a new element to be entered
that will not conform to i t - t h u s attempting to ensure that false implications will
not be drawn from the cases entered due to missing data. Figure 12 shows a
FOCUS cluster analysis of the grid entered about layout planning. This gives
an overview of correlations between both constructs and elements, allowing the
domain expert to evaluate the entered data for expected consistencies.

2.4. Inductive derivation of knowledge from data sets of varying quality
When experts can neither directly enter a knowledge structure emulating their
expertise nor enter critical cases stereotyping that expertise, they may still be
able to point the knowledge engineer towards case histories that incorporate the
expertise and are described in terms of largely relevant attributes and largely
correct decisions. Empirical induction techniques may then be used to derive
knowledge structures underlying the decisions made in these cases [37].
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The best-known empirical induction methodology is that of Quinlan's 11)3
which has been refined in many ways, particularly to tolerate noise (incorrect
decisions), resulting in the current implementation, C4.5 [42]. The original
decision tree structure of ID3 based on a subsumption hierarchy of concepts,
with rules at the leaf nodes only, is unnecessarily large in many situations, and
extensions to ID3 have been developed that generate modular production rules
directly, such as Cendrowska's [10] Prism. This also can be extended to deal
with noisy data as in Induct [16]. The extensions that deal with noisy data also
make it possible to combine the decision tree and modular rule methodologies
to generate default reasoning in which rules are placed at non-leaf nodes in
the subsumption structure, and more specialized rules override more generalized
ones [19]. Such default rule structures are more compact than either decision
trees or modular rules-they are generated by both C4.5 and Induct. Inductive
methodologies have also been combined with direct knowledge editing tools, for
example in BLIP [39].
Figure 13 characterizes the major features of conceptual induction systems. The
expert indicates a database whose designer has supplied distinctions to categorize
the world and cases described in terms of these distinctions to represent it. What
is derived are:
9 That subset of the relevant distinctions to the decisions.
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9 The way in which these distinctions are clustered and constrained to form
concepts.
9 The entailments between concepts that regenerate the decisions in the database.
Classic empirical induction tools do not generate the conceptual structure but
this is a fairly simple extension.
Figure 14 shows the minimal default rule structure generated by Induct for
Cendrowska's [10] contact lens problem represented in the KDraw knowledge
editing tool already described. What is significant about this diagram is that
it illustrates the way in which empirical induction techniques can be used to
generate conceptual structures for a domain. The left-hand and right-hand sides
of a rule each defines a concept. With default rules in particular these give
rise to a natural subsumption ordering. Thus the distinctions, concepts and
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entailments shown directly entered in Figure 8 can also be indirectly generated
through induction as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 15 shows the knowledge base of Figure 14 compiled automatically into a
KL-ONE-style knowledge structure for export to a knowledge-based system shell
such as KRS [18], Babylon [12], or NEXPERT [44]. The knowledge structures
produced by direct editing such as those of Figure 9 can be exported in a similar
way in a variety of formats.

2.5. Comparingknowledge modeling techniques
Figures 8, 10, and 13 indicate strong similarities between the outcomes of
direct knowledge elicitation, repertory grid elicitation and conceptual induction.
This is as it should be since all three techniques are building a complete
knowledge base. However, what is not apparent is the relative efficiencies of the
different methodologies-that is, how large a database is required to generate the
knowledge required to solve a problem? Figure 16 shows the results of one study
to investigate the relationship between empirical induction and expertise transfer
as knowledge acquisition methodologies [16]. Cendrowska's contact lens data was
subjected to random distortion with known statistics to generate large datasets
with a certain number of irrelevant binary attributes and a certain percentage
of incorrect decisions. Induct was then run on the dataset with 5000 items,
4999 items, and so on, until the dataset failed to generate rules giving correct
performance. This was done ten times for different datasets of the same type to
give estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the size of dataset required
to generate correct performance for different forms and levels of distortion.
The results shown in Figure 16 indicate the very wide range of the tradeoff
between data and knowledge: from direct entry of the minimal knowledge
structure of five default rules; through entry of 14 critical cases; through an
average of 90 randomly selected correct cases; to 325 cases with 25% errors;
640 with five irrelevant binary noisy attributes; to 1970 when a single irrelevant
attribute interacts with a 10% error rate.
The moral from Figure 16 is not that expertise transfer is better than empirical
induction, although the direct entry of overt knowledge is clearly highly ergonomic
if it is available. It is rather that all three techniques described above are capable
of producing equivalent quality knowledge, and there is a continuum between
them in which knowledge is traded for data.

3. An integrated system architecture
The previous section has analyzed the major types of current knowledge acquisition techniques and tools within a common framework to show their similarities
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Fig. 14. Induced knowledge structures.
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Primitive(patient,
(All tear production, (Label One normal, reduced))
(All astigmatism, (Label One yes, no))
(All contact lens, (Label One none, hard, soft))
(All age, (Label One young, presbyopic, pre presbyopic))
(All prescription, (Label One myope, hypermetrope))
)
Concept(recommendation,
(All lens recommended, (Label In none, hard, soft))
)
Concept(none, recommendation,
(All lens recommended, (Include none))
)
Concept(soft, recommendation,
(All lens recommended, (Include soft))
)
Concept(hard, recommendation,
(All lens recommended, (Include hard))
)
Concept(astigmatic, patient,
(All astigmatism, (Include yes))
(Then Hard Default)
)
Concept(not astigmatic, patient,
(All astigmatism, (Include no))
(Then Soft Default)
)
Concept(tear production reduced, patient,
(All tear production, (Include reduced))
(Then No lens)
)
Concept(hard exception, astigmatic,
(All prescription, (Include hypermetrope))
(All age, (Not young))
(Then No lens)
)
Concept(soft exception, not astigmatic,
(All prescription, (Include myope))
(All age, (Include presbyopic))
(Then No lens)
)
If(Hard Default, hard)
If(Soft Default, soft)
If(No lens, none)
Unless(No lens, hard, soft)
Fig. 15. Resultant knowledge base compiled.
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Fig. 16. Data/knowledge tradeoff relating expertise transfer and empirical induction.

and differences with a view to designing an integrated system in which they operate effectively together. The techniques described join together in the multistage
knowledge acquisition architecture shown in Figure 17 which can be seen as a
detailed implementation of the process shown in Figure 1:
9 State @ consists of developing an informal knowledge base from interviews,
protocols and media.
9 Stage @consists of using the informal knowledge to elicit the major coherent
subdomains that together encompass the significant phenomena in the overall
domain.
9 Stage O consists of using the repertory grid methodology in each subdomain
to elicit relevant attributes and critical cases.
9 Stage @ consists of using the conceptual induction methodology to derive
concepts and rules from the grids.
9 Stage @ consists of linking the subdomains together, generally by specifying
as a constraint in one domain that some role in that domain has as value an
individual in another.
9 Stage @ consists of testing the overall knowledge base and iterating back
through any of the earlier stages in order to develop and refine it further.
The architecture of Figure 16 is intended to be illustrative of the way the various
knowledge acquisition techniques described naturally combine, rather than a rigid
framework for an integrated tool. For example, some subdomain structures may
be developed by direct editing, others by induction from databases, others by text
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Fig. 18. Integrated knowledge acquisition system architecture.

analysis, and others by tools not yet defined or developed. The point is that the
techniques and tools that we have available now come together naturally in this
framework, and it also provides an open architecture for incorporating further
techniques and tools.
Figure 18 combines and extends Figures 4, 8, 10, and 13 to show the modules
necessary to support the architecture of Figure 17. Nearly all the modules shown
have been described already. A t the upper left, text and picture entry and
analysis are shown as prompting the expert and developing a hypermedia base
that also has links to the computational knowledge structures.
At the lower right of Figure 18 the knowledge base has been separated into a
procedural one based on the rules and a declarative one based on the cases, and
two additional inference paradigms have been added. The center one combines
frame/rule inference with case-based inference, as, for example, in PROTOS
[3]. The lower one provides analogical inference [33] based on the cases in the
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declarative knowledge base, as, for example, in AQUINAS' performance module.
These mixed paradigms based on both abstract knowledge and concrete cases are
seen as the target inference modes. Even though inference is integrated, at the
bottom right of Figure 18 an export module is shown since transfer of knowledge
bases to specialist performance systems is still seen as an important requirement.
We need to integrate performance tools with knowledge acquisition tools for
testing and validation, and for long-term support and updating. However, there
will continue to be major requirements for stand-alone knowledge acquisition
tools and stand-alone performance tools optimized for their primary tasks.

4. Conclusions

An architecture for knowledge acquisition systems has been proposed that is
based upon the integration of existing methodologies, techniques and tools
developed within the knowledge acquisition, machine learning, expert systems,
hypermedia and knowledge representation research communities. Existing tools
have been analyzed within a common framework to show that their integration
can be achieved in a natural and principled fashion. A detailed architecture
for integrated knowledge acquisition systems has been proposed, and significant
features of the operation of such integral systems has been illustrated in the
examples given in the paper.
While the emphasis of this paper has been on the development of integrated
architectures and methodologies, we hope also that the analysis of different
approaches to knowledge acquisition within a common framework will be of
value to those using individual tools also. Knowledge engineering and knowledge
modeling are complex processes requiring major effort and the utilization of a
wide variety of resources, including multiple knowledge sources and knowledge
modeling techniques. The approaches that have been developed in the past
decade are not competitive alternatives, but rather complementary methodologies
and tools that need to be used together appropriately.
Our emphasis on integrated architectures should not be taken as advocacy
of monolithic tools attempting to encompass all approaches. Much of our own
research has been based on the heterogeneous integration of tools that were not
originally designed to work together. How the required integration is achieved is
an implementation decision, and raises concerns about user interface uniformity
and consistency, communication protocols, and knowledge interchange formats
which we have addressed elsewhere [17], [23], [24].
This paper has focused on tool integration and knowledge structure integration
and has not discussed knowledge level integration through the development of
various kinds of generic ontologies. The knowledge level requires a paper of
its own for proper treatment and is largely orthogonal to the issues discussed in
this paper. For example, the KADS knowledge engineering methodology [2] can
be supported through the integrated architecture described, as can approaches
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based on role-limiting methods [36] and generic tasks [11]. It is not necessary
to tailor the tools to the methodologies provided the integrated architecture
provides effective support for modular libraries of knowledge structures that can
be used in the initial stages of knowledge acquisition.
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